Prediction of personalized microRNA activity.
MicroRNAs have been known to regulate almost all physiological and pathological processes by suppressing their target genes. In humans, more than 1000 microRNAs have been identified, each of which targets dozens or even hundreds of genes. Facing this huge repertoire of microRNA targeting, it is important to identify which microRNAs are active, i.e., down-regulating their targets, in specific physiological or pathological conditions. Predicting active microRNAs is different from predicting microRNA targets because the authentic target genes of a microRNA are often not directly and solely regulated by that microRNA, leading to inconsistent expression changes between the microRNA and its true targets. Several computational programs have been proposed to predict the activity of a microRNA from the expressions of its target genes. These programs performed well when being applied on the expression data obtained from distinct tissue types or from experiments that transfect a microRNA into cells (i.e., non-physiological). But the performance of microRNA activity prediction is not clear on the expression data from the same tissue type in two physiological conditions, e.g., liver tissues from cancer patients and healthy people. In this work, we evaluate the performance of two microRNA activity prediction programs using seven expression data sets, all of which compare samples in two physiological conditions, as well as propose a new approach that predicts microRNA activity with an accuracy of over 80%. Unlike current methods, which predict active microRNAs by comparing two groups of samples, e.g., tumor versus normal, our new approach compares each diseased sample with all the samples in the control group. In other words, it can predict the microRNA activity of a person. In this work, this new application is named to predict "personalized microRNA activity".